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clergyman. That the presence of a clergyman is sufficient for
validity seems generally to be admitted,1 but that it is essential
appears unwarranted. The impossibility of procuring a clergy-
man on the high seas is even more apparent than in the case of
a remote part of China, and it is difficult to resist the conclusion
that the rule laid down in Wolfenden y. Wolfenden2 applies
equally to a ship. The argument sometiJfi.es advanced, that a
ship must sooner or later put into a port where advantage
may be taken of the facilities offered by the local law or by the
Foreign Marriage Act, is of little weight. It can be countered
by the reflection that the same facilities are open to parties in a
remote part of China if they are prepared to make the necessary
journey.
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It is sometimes suggested that the absence of a clergyman is
fatal to the validity of a marriage at sea, unless it is a marriage
\ of necessity? What this ambiguous expression means is not
; explameclj but there is little doubt that it is taken from the
Irish case of De Moulin v. Druitt* in 1860, which is no longer
safe guide. In that case:
A woman stowaway was discovered on a troopship during a voyage
India. In the lofty fashion of those days the commanding officer
ordered that she should immediately be married to one of the troops. A
candidate was found, and the marriage was celebrated on the quarter-
deck in the presence of the commanding officer.
The court held that the rule in R. v. Millis* applied and that
the marriage was yoid. Maclean ySCristallf a case where a
marriage celebrated in India by a Congregationalist minister
not in holy orders was held to be val^^as distinguished on
the ground that the marriage was nolone 'of necessity', since
the vessel would touch at places where a clergyman would
be obtainable. Having regard to Wolfenden v. Wolfenden? it
would seem that this peculiar reasoning need no longer be
considered seriously,
It is submitted, then, that if parties, whatever their domicil
or nationality, voluntarily take ea^bL^thsr as man ancTwife
while at sea in a vessel registered at 1m .tnglisli port, the
.marriage is formally valid in the eyes of English law. *
3	Latey on Divorce, p. 30; Halsbury's Laws of England (and ed.), xvi. $Q7.
4	(1860), 13 Ir.C.L. Reps. 212.	V
5	(l843-4)> 10 CI. & F. 534; supra, p. 341.
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6	(1849) Perry's Oriental Cases, 75.	?

